Light diffraction by ultrasonic pulses at normal incidence is studied as well in the RamanNath region (low frequencies) as in the Bragg region (high frequencies). Based on a generating function method, an analytical expression for the Raman-Nath-like diffraction has been derived and compared with earlier work. Only small corrections within its validity region were observed. In order to extend these existing theories toward higher frequencies, numerical expressions for the intensity of the diffracted light waves are obtained by means of the Laplace transform theory. This powerful method leads to the same results for Raman-Nath-like diffraction and can easily be applied for much higher frequencies, too. Examples are provided showing the frequency dependence of the ultrasound, the influence of the Raman-Nath parameter v, and the spectral composition of the pulse on the diffraction pattern. When the pulse approaches a continuous wave, both theories converge to known results. A general condition concerning the symmetry properties of the diffraction spectrum has been derived.
several more complete treatments were proposed. 4-9 These refinements cover a lot of interesting topics such as optical probing of superposed, adjacent, or profiled ultrasonic waves. However, not only the question how light is modulated in amplitude and frequency after interaction with ultrasound was investigated, also the inverse problems that deduce the disturbing ultrasonic field from a known diffraction pattern, were examined with considerable interest. ]ø'• In nondestructive testing, the diffraction pattern is used to detect small defaults. ]2 As, in general, pulsed ultrasound is used instead of continuous plane waves for medical diagnosis or NDT, we generalized the existing theory and developed a new one for pulses. Starting from the Maxwell equations, Leroy •3 obtained an extended Raman-Nath system of differential equations for the amplitudes of the different orders arising when plane light waves are diffracted by N superposed ultrasonic waves. Knowing that pulses can be considered as a superposition of plane waves, it is our current interest to solve this system for arbitrary N.
We first developed a generalization of the extreme Raman-Nath-like diffraction theory for plane waves. The generating function method provides an analytic expression, being the second-order approximation of a series expansion in of the diffraction orders in the far field satisfy the extended Raman-Nath equations (2). . 
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We now propose two methods to integrate this infinite system of coupled differential equations (2). sense. If we multiply both sides of (2a) by •7" and sum over all n, taking into account the expressions for the first-and second-order partial derivatives of G(•,•7) with respect to •7, In Reft 9, Leroy and Claeys remarked that the GFM for a continuous wave shows a big discrepancy with experiment and other theories when the Raman-Nath parameter v becomes larger. In order to study the validity of expression (15), the authors verified the necessary condition •;In = 1 in terms Ofpo and v. Applying the same control method, we obtained similar relations for the validity of (14) depending on the shape and length of the pulse. For instance in the case of the Gaussian-shaped pulses with parameters kl = 18, k 2 = 9, k 3 = 1000 (continuous wave), and k 3 = 2, Fig.  4 (a) and (b) shows the extension of the region of validity of previous theories for our first and second correction terms. Convinced by many computer calculations, we can conclude that, in general, formula (14) is valid in a region in the po-V plane, which is larger than in the continuous wave limit, but which converges uniformly toward this limit case as the variance parameter k3 (or the decay parameter k 2 for an exponentially damped pulse) tends toward infinity.
II. CALCULATION OF THE FAR-FIELD AMPLITUDES OF THE DIFFRACTION
Nevertheless, as p• has to remain small, the correction terms in (14) never reach values that can change the diffraction pattern in a considerable way. This leads to the conclusion that, in spite of the larger validity region, the GFM does not show important differences compared with the results of Neighbors and Mayer, and within the validity region of the GFM, the restriction of (14) 
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We remark, however, that the most general expression for the intensity is given by the squared modulus of (21 ), an expression that is rather complicated.
As d generally reaches values higher than 20, the numerical aspect of this method is very important. The use of a subroutine library (NAG) to calculate the eigenvalues of D and the cofactors of [D -tI] makes the method easily programmable.

D. Remarks
In the continuous wave limit numerical calculations have been performed from which we conclude that
I_ (kk, + //,) (•') tends toward zero if lk •0 while I_ k•, (•) is
given by exactly the same expressions deduced by Blomme and Leroy, •6 when considering the case of normal incidence.
Thus, also by means of this theory, we observe that as a result of the convergence to a continuous wave, the satellite lines vanish and the diffraction pattern becomes symmetric with respect to the zeroth order.
E. Examples
To illustrate the Laplace transform theory we shall consider the same two kinds of pulses described earlier while studying the generating function method. In performing the (Fig. 11) . Increasing the variance parameter k3 of a Gaussian-shaped pulse, the diffraction pattern changes in this way that satellite lines lose part of their intensity while this loss of energy is compensated by an increase of the intensity of the primary orders (except for the zeroth order). When k3 is large enough, the farfield spectrum is exactly the same as the one obtained by the MN-OA method of Blomme and Leroy for normal incidence of light on a continuous ultrasonic wave: no satellite lines and a perfect symmetric pattern. As these conditions are rather strong, they are generally not fulfilled in the case of pulses, so that mostly the diffraction pattern will be asymmetric.
V. CONCLUSION
The diffraction of light, normally incident on a pulsed ultrasonic wave, has been studied using two generalized approximation methods. Both theories clearly illustrate that compared with the case of a continuous wave, more diffraction orders (satellite lines) appear while the spectrum itself becomes asymmetric.
By means of the generating function method, we obtain an analytical expression for the amplitudes of the diffracted light waves that consists of a series expansion in a parameter pp, with the zeroth-order term being exactly the formula known from earlier work. The corrections found by evaluating this series up to the second order, are rather small and only valuable for less or more strong restrictions.
On the other hand, a much more powerful numerical method based on Laplace transformations was presented. This method can always be adjusted in such a way that it is possible to cover as well the Raman-Nath-like diffraction for low frequencies as the Bragg type interaction for high frequencies. Perhaps the only disadvantage is that we do not have an analytical expression for the amplitudes but a numerical one leading to intensive, but nevertheless easily programmable computer work. Different sets of examples have been provided that demonstrate the influence of the ultra- sonic frequency (included in the parameters pp and Po ), the Raman-Nath parameter v, and the shape of the pulse (spectral composition).
The general property of asymmetry of the diffraction pattern caused by an arbitrary pulsed ultrasonic wave at normal incidence has been explained theoretically. 
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